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Tiger Motorquoter – The World’s Fastest Car Insurance Quotes

Anyone who has ever wanted a quick car insurance quote when out “kicking tyres” or if they
only have access to a mobile device, could find the answer in the form of the new mobile service
from Tiger.co.uk , the Tiger Motorquoter.

(PRWEB UK) 13 November 2012 -- Tiger Motorquoter is a new, super-fast mobile car insurance quote service
from Tiger.co.uk. If a motorist has been through the Tiger.co.uk site in the past to obtain a quote they will be
able to access quotes for car insurance in a matter of seconds, completely free of charge. In fact, the team at
Tiger.co.uk believe that Tiger Motorquoter is the fastest car insurance quote service in the world.

Although the price of car insurance is currently dropping, it still remains an expensive purchase and if a car
purchase is being considered the cost of insurance can be a key factor. It is not always possible to access a
comparison site when shopping around and comparing insurance online can typically take around 5 minutes to
input full driver and car details. With Tiger Motorquoter, shoppers who have a had a quote from Tiger.co.uk
before need only enter their email address along with the car registration number in order to obtain cheap car
insurance quotes in seconds.

This new service is available immediately and is completely free of charge. The process is very simple and can
be set up via a link from the Tiger.co.uk homepage or by typing Tigermotorquoter.com into the browser of a
tablet or smartphone and saving the page to the device home screen so that it can be used just like an app.

Drivers must have used Tiger.co.uk in the past to obtain a car insurance quote - a user account is automatically
set up during that process – and the service will return quotes from a wide selection of insurance providers, all
available in seconds and easily browsed on a mobile device.

Andrew Goulborn, Commercial Director for Tiger.co.uk commented: “We are proud to be able to offer
motorists what we believe is the fastest car insurance quote service available, completely free of charge. Mobile
devices are revolutionising the way people shop for insurance and this service allows drivers to compare car
insurance quotes from a number of providers whilst out and about. For people who are shopping around for a
new car it allows them to get a good idea of car insurance premiums they could expect to pay for their chosen
vehicle, even from the garage forecourt”.

http://www.tiger.co.uk is a trading name of Call Connection Ltd. Tiger.co.uk is a UK based, independent motor
insurance comparison site, offering insurance quotes from over 150 insurance brands. Call Connection Ltd is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (number 308374).
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Contact Information
Jo Buck
Tiger
http://www.tiger.co.uk
01473 542479

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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